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By Samantha Ramirez, Lily Faulkner and Sydney Marina

Character Descriptions

Lizzie: Lizzie is a girl who was born in Wisconsin and moved to New York recently. She lives with her Mom

and Dad. She is very athletic but recently broke her arm and has had to take time off of sports. Lizzie is

very strongly influenced by her friends and tends to go with what they are doing and their ideas.

Amelia: Amelia is a young educated girl living in the city of New York. She lives with both of her parents

in Queens and she goes to school in Manhattan. She is very dedicated to her education and always

strives to be the best. She is more of an introvert and likes her own independent time. She is a funny

person, and is close friends with Lizzie and Megan.

Megan: Megan is a girl who was born and raised in Connecticut. She moved to New York when she was

11. She lives with her parents and two dogs. She goes to school in Manhattan. Megan likes to dance,

swim, draw, and sing. Megan is a social butterfly who likes to make new friends. Though she has many

friends, her closest ones are Lizzie and Amelia.

Characters

Lizzie - Lily

Samantha - Amelia

Sydney - Megan

Script

Lizzie: Did you guys bring your items?

Amelia: Yup, and you?

Megan: Yes, I did

Amelia: Are we just gonna climb the fence?

Megan: Yeah, i can go first and then you can hand me your items

Lizzie: here, give me your stuff

Megan: thanks



Amelia: Did you bring the shovel?

Lizzie: Yea, I stole it from my brother

Megan: Ok, I’ll start digging

***10 minutes later- she finished digging******

LIzzie: Amelia, drop the box in here

Amelia: For sure.

Megan: Who wants to put in the first item?

Amelia: I can.

Amelia takes out a photo.

Amelia: This is a photo of my cat Kiwi.

Megan: This is a photo of myself from this year. I wonder what I'll think looking back at this in like 10

years.

Lizzie: This is a photo of my dog Puffy. I got her after we moved to New York.

Megan: This is my friendship bracelet that I got from my friend.

Amelia: These are my great grandfather's glasses, he wore these for his last 20 years alive. I remember

going to his house and having dinner with him while he sat there with these glasses covering almost half

his face.

Lizzie: This is a rock that I was dared to steal from somebody. It’s okay at least they didn’t notice that I

took it from them.

Megan: This is my friendship sweater that my friend sewed for me. I will put this in as a token of my

friendship with her.

Amelia: This is a necklace that has been passed down for 4 generations. It started as my great great great

grandmother Florence, now I am burying it and will probably end that tradition. lmao



Lizzie: This is a ring that I got from my grandmother. Her and I have the same name, ‘Lizze’ and that’s

pretty cool.

Megan takes a note out of her pocket. On it, scrawled in big letters, is the word ‘POSITIVE’.

Megan: This is a note that I wrote a few days ago. I’m putting this in here because whoever must open

this time capsule, will see this first.

Amelia: These are a pile of letters that my grandmother, Juliet, wrote before she passed away. Some go

back farther than others.

Lizzie: This is a notebook full of made up languages. We would pass them around in class and the

teacher could never catch us because they didn’t know what it said.

Megan: This is a story that I wrote about the time I almost died in a car crash

Amelia: I don’t really like music that much, I never really have

Lizzie: The song that I picked was Drivers Licence. It’s a pretty good song, not the best, but it really blew

up! But it was a big part of this year so I put it in.

Megan: The song that I picked was Savage

Lizzie: This year I broke my arm, it has been pretty hard and I have had to take time off of sports.

Hopefully when we open this back up, I will have gone back to being active.

Amelia: Early this year, I got into a car crash with my mom. It’s okay nothing too bad happen, the only

thing it caused was traffic

Megan: This paper has a goal of mine for the future, which is to not die.

Amelia: I hope to continue my schooling and to succeed in that. Overall I just want to graduate high

school and move on to doing something else with my life.

Lizzie picks up the shovel and starts to putting dirt on top of the time capsule

Megan: I can’t wait for the future us to open this.

Amelia: We should go, we don’t want anyone to see us.

Lizzie: I wonder what this area will look like when we come back?



They climb the fence and leave.

****** 20 years in the future

Lizzie: I haven’t seen you guys in so long! How are you?

Megan: pretty good, I totally forgot about this time capsule

Amelia: Yea, so much has changed

Lizzie: Where is it?

Amelia: I’m not sure, I'm pretty sure this was where the construction was.

Megan: I don’t really know what we were thinking.

Lizzie: Yeah, to be honest they probably dug it up like the next day and took it away from the site.

Megan: Yeah, I wish I could my notes though. I think I put my wish for the future in it, or like my dreams,

wait, no, I think it was my goal. Yeah I can't remember.

Amelia: I had so much stuff in there. MY GREAT GRANDMA'S NECKLACE!

Lizzie: yeah, we kinda knew that would stop though

Amelia: True, but you also lost your grandmother’s ring

Lizzie: I FORGOT!

Megan: This was really a terrible idea.

Lizzie: It sounded a lot more fun in the moment

Amelia: it’s okay guys, none of that stuff really matters anymore it has been 20 years

Megan: I kinda have to go home, make sure that my kids and everything is good.

Lizzie: I have some work to do



Amelia: Yea, I have some paperwork to do

Lizzie: Well, it’s been nice to meet up

Megan: We can try to meet up again

Amelia: For sure!

Lizzie: Bye

Amelia: Bye

Megan: Bye


